
In my artistic practice and research I look into social structures of  
interpersonal situations while analysing conditions and feelings of the 
protagonists of our time. I would describe my approach as „subjective  
research“. I am interested in „analysing“ the human being - from the 
close-up to the particle in space – from stillness to endless movement.

In my photographs and videos I am in search for that very moment when  
reality and artificiality blur, almost unnoticed - rather disturbing. I try 
to find and translate this translucent moment, which subtly resonates in 
human encounters and the relation to space. In order to meet this rather 
complex moment I work with an aesthetic of blur, darkness and complexity by 
engaging a variety of media, such as photography, video, computer games, 
animations, found footage and sound. By combining, manipulating, superim-
posing and playing with these multiple media and transferring between the 
analogue and the digital technique I try to create a work that visualizes 
rather the „silent“ aspects, which are hidden beneath the slick sceneries 
of social conventions.

In one of my photo series („Six Siblings“) I have mounted the eyes of  
six siblings in a virtual „standard“ face, which I then printed and used 
as a negative for an analogue print. With this technique, which I devel-
oped and use in some other works („Swim, swim further, even faster. Past 
me“) it is even harder to identify the subjects as „real“ or „fake“. While 
videos like „oxi action“, „and in a circle“ and „Ghüpft wia Gschprunga“ 
deal with thoughts like endless to be self-centered, caught in the time 
and to fulfil expectations (also to themselves) I investigate in the video 
animations „the traveller“ and „news on top“ as well as in the photo books 
/magazines „perfect neighbourhood“,“the alienated philosophy of the perma-
nent movement“ and “one-sided dialogue“ the subjective relations of humans 
to / in space or also abstract the dialogue between image and text.

Maximiliane Leni Armann      

Works from 2015 to 2017 — Photography, Video, Painting



“Conserving light (to finally see you)”, 2016
Photography, light box, 40 x 60 cm



“Six Siblings”, 2017
Photography, digital montage
C-Print





virtual exhibition view



“os oculus fons”, 2016
Video, 05:03 min, Sound: M. Armann



“fusion”, 2016
Video, 03:38 min, Sound

Subjective analysis of the fusion of two bodies 



“crisscross”, 2016
Video, Loop

The human being is a creature with one head and four extremities, whose own best 
instinct as a herd member is to follow the next best promise of salvation 
- or a ball.
Usually the superiority of another herd is considered to be the goal. As soon as 
a promise of salvation appears to be too complicated, an additional ball will be 
brought into the game, to split the original herd with simpler salvation. 
In regular cycles, these separating and unifying motions are repeated under the 
same conditions. 

Text: Ondřej Cikán
Translation: Maximiliane Armann



“Swim, swim further, even faster. past me”

The movements of a swimmer are “frozen”, isolated from the environment and “conserved”  
(right image)

Further experiments and investigations follow: In order to dissolve the standstill again,  
a filmstrip is created digitally and printed:

Transferring to analogue: (Using filmstrip as a Negative)
During the exposure the filmstrip is pulled from left to right through the stage.  
(Result: “A” on exhibition assembly)

exhibition assembly

A



“Hase”, 2015
Fineartprint, 75 x 100 cm

It‘s night. The snowy landscape vibrates.

Always in a circle and yet
always forward and always
back and best just gone!
 

A swarm of hares is on the run. They jump above each 
other, disordered. But on closer inspection it is only a 
single escaping animal that hardly makes no headway and 
resembles a snake that bites itself into the tail. 
 

Several still images of a video were united. The escape 
movement is petrified. For pleasure? For fear?  
Who can tell?

 

Ondřej Cikán



Exhibition view: 
Left: The Glance, Heiligenkreuzer Hof, Vienna/A., 2016

Right: Transpøt, Galerie52, Essen/D., 2017, Foto: Johannes Raimann 

“Ghüpft wia Gschprunga”, 2016
Video, 07:14 min., 4:3, Sound

... and again..everyone must perform and produce and stretch as much as they can 
in the industrial transitional period.
Mechanical- repetitive - a monologues process of senseless movement without  
visible success.
The video „Ghüpft wia Gschprunga“ refers in a 4: 3 handheld Aesthetics to  
performance-videos of the 60s and remains more than contemporary.
Everyone jumps - but no one reaches the light. 
It is becoming increasingly difficult to fulfil expectations - even of oneself.

Text: Judith Pichlmüller



“oxi action”, 2016
Video, 05:01, Sound
Optional installation in washing machine
Exhibition “The Glance” at Heiligenkreuzer Hof/Vienna/A

Trapped in the intoxication of today.
Surrounded by too many voices and opinions.



“and in a circle”, 2017
Video, 01:00 min, Sound

life as such
- but why - 

always hovers back and forth between fear and hope,
back and forth,

like crazy and in a circle



“Der Reisende”



Photographs and video for the book “Der Reisende” (“The Traveller”) by Ondřej Cikán, 2017



“news on top”, 2017
Video, 02:07 min, 4:3, Sound

City-guide digitally placed on three different rooftops of Athens.  
No words, just sound of body-movements. 



Exhibtion view: TranspΩt, Documenta14, ASFA, Athens/ Greece, 2017
Photo: Johannes Raimann

Exhibition view: Videocodec, Lichthof of University of applied Arts Vienna/A, 2017



“Territory”. 2015
Video, 01:39 min., Sound

A helicopter circulates with a chattering engine over a godforsaken landscape.
Vague elevations emerge as tectonic anomalies.



“Die entfremdete Philosophie der permanenten Bewegung”, 2016
(“The estranged Philosophy of the permanent Movement”)
Newspaper, 37,5 x 52 cm, Text: Anatol Vitouch

Photographs of boxers before and after the fight, which convey a static meditative impression. 
Combined with a text by the writer Anatol Vitouch.





“Einseitiger Dialog”, (“one-sided dialogue”), 2017
Six Photographs combined with Text.
Fineartprint, 15,5 x 22 cm





...
okay, see you later, bye!
 
...
 
 
There is nobody. I‘m alone. The dust covers my sight. But I know how the landscape would 
look like.
I know that the grass is green, the sky is blue and the path and monuments are white....
not because I have been here before. 
 
...

...
okay, wir sehen uns dann später, tschüss!
 
...
 
 
Jetzt bin ich ganz allein. Kein Mensch ist weit und breit. Der Nebel wird immer dichter. 
Er verdeckt meine Sicht. Trotzdem weiß ich wie die Landschaft aussehen würde.  
Ich weiß, dass Gras grün ist, der Himmel blau und der Weg und die Gebäude weiß.... 
nicht, weil ich hier schon mal zuvor war. 
 
...

“Grass is Green”, 2016 
Fineartprint
56 x 100 cm



“perfect neighbourhood”, 2015
Photobook, 24,5 x 33,5 cm, Edition: 5 + 1 AP



Virtual exhibition view 

Paintings, oil on paper,  
ca. 200 x 100 cm 2016/17
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